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All people are working to make their life easier and more comfortable. They work day and night to
earn better. But not everyone is fortunate enough to enjoy the luxuries of life. Many people in world
are poor and deprived. They don't have access to basic amenities of life. However everyone wants
to do something for them but due to the lack of information on how to help them, no one takes
initiative. This world is full of misery and pains. Many charitable organizations and NGOs are
continuously working towards the welfare of society. They help poor and deprived sections of
society. They get donations from compassionate persons, institutions and organizations and use
these funds for various acts of charity. 

You might have taken part in some kind of charitable act in past. You might have seen how
charitable organizations help people. You might also have made financial contributions for such
noble causes. But now you have another chance to serve the humanity and give your contribution
for poor and deprived sections of society. Either you can sell cell phone for earning good cash or
you can now serve your society by your old models. When you donate a useless mobile handset, its
cost is analyzed and an amount equal to its cost is donated to a charitable organization, which you
think will make the best utilization of your donation. 

You can see the whole list of all charitable organizations, which accept these donations, online.
While donating your old mobile handset, you can make it clear that for which organization you are
making old cell phone donations. This is the best way to serve the humanity.

At an average every person in US has at least two to three old useless mobile handsets. These
mobile handsets are generally disposed in your drawers. Some people throw old phones away and
some people gift them to someone they know. Their disposal is one of the biggest problems of
today. Think if all persons donate these mobile handsets, how many deprived people will get smile
on their faces. 

In this way, our environment will become safe, some people will get another reason to smile and
you will become free from the burden of disposing your old mobile handset. There are many
benefits associated with the donation of your old mobile handset. Everyone gets something through
this donation and you get the mental peace and satisfaction without losing even a single penny.  To
donate or to sell cell phone is your call to make.
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Pace Butler - About Author:
Pacebutler has recently joined hands with many charitable institutions for the welfare of society. It is
an organization, where people sell their old mobile handsets at a good cost. You can join their a old
cell phone donations campaign for the welfare of poor people. For more details on various schemes
on a sell cell phone log on to www.pacebutler.com
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